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“One of my favorite places to run in Texas is 
a little park just west of Austin called Commons 
Ford Park. It has up to two miles of flat open 
trails that take you through pecan groves right 
down the shore of Lake Austin. There is also an-
other 1.5-mile round-trip trail that is more rocky 

and hilly at the same location. Along this route 
there are a couple waterfalls with small swim-
ming holes that are great to swim in when the 
water is up. This park is rarely known, and is a 
great opportunity to get out and enjoy some of 
the Texas hill country.” 

—Erik Stanley, TeamROGUE Elite

Rogue coaches, store employees and runners share their favorite places to run in Texas.

“My favorite place to run is Bandera. It’s 
wickedly beautiful and treacherous at the same 
time. It’s also a reminder of all the hard work I 
put in to get there. People who run there ‘get’ 
trail running. The camaraderie and support from 
fellow runners is definitely there. Combine that 
with the terrain and it’s a perfect trail run.” 

—Sue Lynn Vann Duong, Rogue 
Training member

“There are other, perhaps more exotic, plac-
es but none as immediately accessible and yet 
remote-feeling as the Barton Creek Greenbelt. 
On the Greenbelt, the din of the city—the con-
struction, the traffic—is replaced by the buzz 
and the hum of birds and insects, and here and 
there by the luxurious trickle of the creek. Whatever oppressive heat the city wields disappears under the 
lush year-round shade on the Greenbelt trails. There is no need for a watch, or for mile markers, or to quan-
tify or qualify any of the variables that we adhere to on the roads. And all are within a 10-minute drive.” 

—John Schrup, Manager, Rogue Equipment

“My favorite place to run in Texas is the Bull Creek/St Ed’s trail 
in Austin. It is very peaceful and has a variety of terrain. There are 
technical and hilly sections and smooth/flat sections with plenty 
of wildlife, streams to jump and cedar and oak trees to keep you 
shaded. Dogs are allowed, and it isn’t heavily traveled.” 

—Cindy Henges, Rogue coach and two-time Leadville 100 finisher

“I love track work in general, but in particu-
lar I love to run on the track at Yellow Jacket 

Stadium, which sits on a hill. On dark mornings, four different 
moonlight towers are visible. In the evening, families come out 
to exercise and you can see the sun set over downtown Austin.” 

—Amy Anderson, Rogue coach


